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Draw it brain puzzles скачать

Draw lines and place items to get the ball into buckets! Draw Puzzle 2 is a brand new sequel to the original Draw Puzzle game with new levels and additional gameplay features. Draw Puzzle 2 is a fun and challenging puzzle game where you interact with the level to complete the stages. You can draw like a cray on the screen and the
level will interact with what you create! You should also place various items, including springs, cannons and anti-gravity switches. The goal is to get the ball into the bucket. Use different strategies and tactics to complete all the puzzles! Different levels represent different obstacles, use your creativity and predict how physics will work
together. I don't have much to comment on.. I've had a lot of games through Lion Studios, and these developers can be a little lazy, but they make really good games. This review will usually be short, as the title says, it's fun, but nothing that stands out. I'm an artist (certainly not a professional, but an artist), and I really like drawing games
because they question my art style. The only reason I gave him only 4 stars is that it's fun, but for the game to be really worth 5 stars in my book, it must have something to it. Something that stands out and makes it fun and interesting, however, while this game has a very creative premise, there's that pop feature that blows it out of the
park. Now, I can ask too much from a few game developers who are usually lazy, but I feel like this game is kind of missing. Something feels empty, if that's the right word. I think they need to add a special little feature that just add a little more personality to it. Because, at the moment, the looks and even the ads are the same- the same
as all those recurring brain games that I've seen over and over again. I hope they will have an update! And anyone who complains about advertising clearly has never had a free game before. But I definitely recommend to anyone who is interested! Surprising levels that will test your logic and creativity skills A lot like Candy Crush Saga,
but with colorful fruits! Get this woman out of every dangerous situation Give this poor crocodile a few water puzzles and snails, all in one classic candy crush game, now with gummies shoot colorful balls and make them all explode think outside the box to solve these unsolved secrets I'm a fan of blood throwing MMORPGs. But when I
need some light and fun entertainment to oil my minds, I play brain games (sometimes for weeks in a row). If you're under a brain gain spell these days, then I only have the right collection for you. Here are 20 amazing games that are sure to put your brain to the test. Personally I've played a lot of these games, or at least I've seen my
friends lose sanity over them. Let's look back. Read also: 15 Android and iOS Bluetooth games to try - Best of 1. Unlock me for free Starting with favorite puzzle, unlock me it's Logic style based puzzle game where you have to move wooden blocks to clear the path for the red block. The goal is to clear the path using the least moves and
earn an asterisk accordingly. Moreover, there are more than 16000 puzzles of varying difficulty to keep you busy. Download on Android | iOS 2. Real chess has been bursting in memory for over 14 centuries, and this virtual variant of chess really brings a new flavor to the table. Real Chess is a virtual 3D chess game that allows you to
play with users from all over the world. You can chat with opponents, play with AI, get beginner tips and much more. Animations and 3D structures are really cool as well. Download on Android 3. Juice Cubes Juice Cubes is a light and colorful game full of fruit juice cubes that you need to connect to pop and clear levels. There are many
types of challenges, bonuses, and over 550+ levels to keep you hooked. This may seem easy at first, but it will break your brain when you reach a higher level. I'm currently stuck at 218 and probably giving up. Download on Android | iOS 4. Where is my water? A really cool Disney game based on real physics, where you have to guide the
water through a broken shower and save as much water as possible. There are many types of fluids such as ooze, dirty water, and toxic water from each with their own physics and effects. The game requires stable hands, quick reactions and strategies that will surely challenge your skills. Unfortunately, the game is limited to only 15
levels, you can get the full version for Android and iOS for $1.99. Download on Android | iOS 5. Brain Dots Customization is what really attracts me the most about this game. In Brain Dots, basically you have to hit two dots on the level, drawing different shapes using the pen and keeping the ball away. You can literally draw any shape you
like, as long as it can take you to your destination. The stages have their own atols and structures to make them interesting and of course difficult as hell. Download on Android | iOS 6. Tricky Test 2 interesting game where you were asked simple questions with simpler answers, but usually need a little banging your head to answer them.
Most of the questions are questions with answers that are right in front of you, but you will still give up. There are over 100 questions and more are added frequently. Download on Android | iOS 7. Lyfoes Lyfoes is basically an alternative version of solitaire, where the rules are the same, but everything else changes. You need to group the
same colorful cute creatures called Lyfoes into beakers. With the increase in the number of beakers and Lyfoes, things can become really difficult. Download on Android 8. Lumosity It has over 30 brain teasing games challenging speed, memory, attention, flexibility, and problem solving skills. The games are created by a team of scientists
and designers working with more than university researchers to stimulate cognitive enhanced. Download on Android | iOS 9. Node number number This is a Hidoku game where you can guess the numbers on the grid based on a few revealed numbers. However, as far as I can remember, this game was supposed to hide numbers in
horizontal and vertical lines, but Number Knot actually hides them in random directions, including diagonal. In simple terms, it will pop your brain in just a few minutes if you dare to go above 6 grids. Definitely a test for people who like challenges. Download on Android 10. Hidden Objects Mansion Great hidden object game with HD
graphics and real indoor environments. You need to find objects in a messy mansion with each level having more than 100 objects to find. Unfortunately, there is no plot in this game, just pass the levels and things just get tough with each level. There are also puzzles to keep things interesting. Download on Android 11. Flow Free is a color
matching game in which you need to match the colors to the construction of pipes. The problem is that you need to make sure that no pipes overlap or break. At first it may seem that he is having childish play, but with the passage of levels the situation becomes really difficult. The graphics are not the most beautiful, but I liked the sounds
during the interaction. Download on Android | iOS 12. Reversi Free A good virtual variant of the popular board game reversi. It is played with dark and light discs, where you have to flip the discs in the color of the player (dark or light) as much as possible. It takes some time to fully understand the game, but chess-like can be quite
addictive and mentally punishing. Download on Android 13. Shadowmatic Shadowmatic is like playing shadow puppets with your hands. The game has absolutely wonderful graphics and environment where you need to combine parts to create a shadow puppet similar to objects in the environment. Complete beauty can be the reason why
you want to play this game, but the game itself can be quite difficult. Download on Android | iOS 14. Mind games Are several games designed to improve different brain skills. There are over 35 games to challenge your brain, including beat-the-time quizzes, memorizing games, word games, math problems, trivia, vocabulary games, and
much more. All game results can be arranged in one place, and your strengths and weaknesses can be evaluated there. Download on Android | iOS 15. Hitman GO Inspired by the popular Hitman franchise, Hitman Go follows the same homicide theme, but instead in a grid-style puzzler. The goal is the same, you have to murder your
enemies with different tactics and move forward. Moves are limited to the grid and you need to solve various puzzles to move forward. As in the actual hitman game, you can either pass all the berserk and kill all enemies in your path or silently slip through enemies and reach your goal. Download on Android | iOS Read also: 20 Best
Augmented Reality Games for Smartphones (2017) 16. Room Three One of the games can be found on your smartphone, Room Three is physical physical A game in which you have to solve real puzzle objects in the room to move forward. The game has amazing graphics with breathtaking environments and music that makes puzzles
really dramatic to solve. You have to open castles, solve puzzles, rotate shields, match shapes, guesses and more to solve puzzles. The game will certainly challenge your problem-solving skills to the max. Download on Android | iOS 17. Brain it on! Brain it on! This is a very addictive physics-based game that challenges your problem-
solving and creativity skills. Like Brain Dots, you have to draw shapes and lines to solve puzzles. However, unlike Brain Dots, where you have one object combining two dots, here you need to perform various physics-based tasks. For example, you need to pick up an object or add water to a glass only with your drawing skills. Download
on Android | iOS 18. WordBrain 2 A really cool word game where you have to guess the words based on the number of letters provided. Each word puzzle has a theme category, such as food, human body, color, and even space. You can also use tips to solve the level when you get stuck. Your vocabulary will certainly be challenged in
this fun word game. Download on Android | iOS 19. Puzzlerama Puzzlerama basically combines some of the best puzzles in one app, making it the perfect app for puzzle lovers. It allows you to play popular puzzle games such as Flow, Jigsaw, Unlock, Pipe, Tangram, and more. There are hundreds of levels available for each type of
puzzle and things get really hard as you go. The game interface is also very colorful, and smooth animations make the game fun to play. Download on Android 20. Cut the Rope: Time Travel Simple but mind twisting game, the goal in Cut the Rope is simple, you have to bring candy to Om Nom (cute creature) by cutting candy rope. Simple
as it may sound, things can get really hard when you need to avoid traps, enemies and solve physics-based puzzles to drop candy in Om Nom's mouth. Cut the Rope has many sequels to try, and this version of Time Travel includes a story and a future theme with new traps, tools and two Om Noms to feed in each round. The overall
graphics and sounds are really cool, which makes it a great harbinger of the mind, which also keeps you fresh. Download on Android | iOS Time to put on a hat thinking all these brain games will certainly give you a heck of a challenge, and many of them have amazing graphics and plot to keep you coming for more. Although keep in mind
that like any other game, the initial levels will be very easy to beat to help you get the crutch of the game. The real challenge begins when you have beaten at least a dozen or two levels. Levels.
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